The frequency spectra of the higher-order model, for laminated arches, are identified through a novel process, proposed in this paper. Besides the basic spectra corresponding to axial, flexural and shear, presence of higher-order spectra is established. Coupled spectra of first-order and higher-order degrees of freedom, in various combinations, are identified. Based on this spectra identification framework, the frequencies of sandwich and composite arches, for various boundary conditions are classified and presented. Also, the role of curvature and aspect ratio on the fundamental frequency of arches with various end-conditions is investigated, in the second part of this paper.
Introduction
In most of the free vibration-related formulations, the main focus would be to extract few fundamental frequencies and benchmark the same with results obtained through either experimental or computational or analytical means. The order of effort towards the exploration of Eigenvectors, the true and large repository of information into the modes of vibration, is rather much less compared to that of eigenvalues. However, there are quite a few works, which investigate deeper into the modes and frequency spectrums. Wolf [1] studied the free vibrations of elastic circular arches through a direct iterative eigensolution method. He computed the energy distribution of each mode and quantitatively assessed the nature of frequency spectrum, for various slenderness ratios. Veletsos et al. [2] studied the free in-plane vibration of circular arches. They classified the modes, based on the modal patterns and associated strain energies, as purely flexural, purely extensional and breathing modes (wherein flexural and axial are coupled). Also, the conditions under which each one of these modes would be operative had been defined and simple formulae to predict the same have been derived. Austin and Veletsos [3] extended the study of Veletsos et al. [2] , by incorporating rotatory inertia and shear deformation into the formulation. They classified the modes as entirely inextensional (with flexural and shearing coupled), primarily extensional (with negligible shear and rotatory inertia effects) and coupled modes (as mixture of above two modes).
Bhashyam and Prathap [4] detected the second spectrum of frequencies, known as shear mode, in addition to the first spectrum or flexural mode for the beam problems using isoparametric linear elements. Heppler [5] employed Timoshenko beam finite elements, using trigonometric basis functions for the free-vibration studies of arches, wherein he had extracted the rigid body modes and other elastic modes for various subtended angles of 601, 1801 and 3601. Sakiyama et al. [6] studied the vibration characteristics of sandwich arches with elastic and visco-elastic core, with the identification of axial and flexural modes. Prathap and Vinayak [7] studied the vibration problem of higher-order composite beams, by clearly identifying the basic modes vibrations, i.e. axial, flexural and shear for various lay up sequences and boundary conditions. Also, they established that for single layer and symmetric multi-layer configurations these basic modes do not couple amongst themselves while for non-symmetric lay-ups, their coupling effect seem to be more prevalent. Blevins [8] presented in greater detail, an exhaustive list of formulae for computing the natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes of various structures. Using Timoshenko's first-order shear theory (FOST) [9, 10] based two noded curved beam element, Jafarali et al. [11] studied the free vibrations of deep arches and extracted three basic spectrums-axial, flexural and shear. Marur and Kant [15, 16] analyzed the composite and sandwich beams, using higher-order theory and classified the resulting frequencies into similar basic three spectrums and compared them with those from FOST ( Table 1) .
As one can see, besides the three basic spectra such as axial, flexural and shear, there are coupled spectrums even in isotropic cases and more so in composite materials. In the case of arches, that are thicker and deeper with composite and sandwich material constructions, it becomes important to adopt the higher-order model [17] and explore the pure spectrums of higher-order degrees of freedom (dof) and the coupled spectrums of basic dof and higher-order dof, to understand the vibration behavior of such structures.
In order to achieve that, a frequency spectrum identification process is proposed in this paper, using which, the pure and coupled spectrums are clearly captured. Besides the spectrums corresponding to basic or firstorder dof, pure spectrums corresponding to higher-order dof are also identified. In the case of coupled spectrums, their existence in various combinations such as twin dof, triple dof, quadruple dof and even quintuple dof is established. Based on this spectrum identification framework, frequencies of thick, symmetric and un-symmetric, sandwich and composite arches for various end-conditions are classified and tabulated. Subsequently, the role of curvature and aspect ratios on the fundamental frequency of symmetric sandwich and un-symmetric composite arches with various boundary conditions is studied and suitable conclusions are drawn.
Frequency spectra identification process
The real nature of an eigenvalue or frequency can be ascertained only through a systematic study of its eigenvector, representing the corresponding mode shape. However, the eigenvector extracted through an eigenvalue solver, cannot be employed directly to study the frequency spectrum. The elements of eigenvector corresponding to each eigenvalue need to be made dimensionally consistent first and normalized later, for the identification and meaningful study of spectrums. A frequency spectrum identification process proposed in this section, is as follows:
The eigenvector is first extracted for each frequency, from the solver. The elements of this vector correspond to the seven dof-u 0 , w 0 , y x , u 0 *, y 0 *, y z , w 0 *-for every node, from 1 to nn, as in the higher-order displacement model
where z is the distance from the neutral axis to any point of interest along the depth of the arch, u 0 and w 0 are axial and transverse displacements in x-z plane, y x is the face rotation about y-axis and u 0 *, y x *, y z ,w 0 * are the higher-order terms arising out of Taylor's series expansion and defined at the neutral axis and nn represents the total number of nodes, in the arch model. 
No. of elements: 15 cubic BC: SR
Core: Aluminium honeycomb (0.25 in cell size, 0.007 in foil) [13] t c ¼ 4.8 in
All Eigenvector elements corresponding to y x , u 0 *, y x *, y z and w 0 * are to be multiplied by z and its powers, as in Eqs. (1) and (2), to make all of them dimensionally consistent while those corresponding to u 0 and w 0 can be retained as such, as these two dimensionally represent displacement terms.
Elements of eigenvector corresponding to y x and y z are multiplied by (t/2), u 0 * and w 0 * by (t/2) 2 and y x * by (t/2) 3 , where (t/2) represents half of the cross sectional thickness of the arch. This value of (t/2) is taken for z, in order to consider the maximum displacement, at the top of the cross section. Now, all elements of the eigenvector become displacement terms, from the dimensional stand point. The highest element of the eigenvector is then identified. The whole vector is divided by this highest element, which transforms it into a normalized eigenvector. The elements corresponding to u 0 of all the nodes (1 to nn), from the normalized eigenvector, are collected and plotted. Similarly, elements corresponding to other dof are also collected and plotted on the same graph. This generates the frequency spectrum plot for a given eigenvalue or frequency. As all the values are dimensionally displacements, which are normalized between À1 and 1, they can be directly compared and contrasted, to classify a frequency into a specific spectrum.
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Pure spectrums: In a frequency spectrum plot, if the elements of a normalized eigenvector, corresponding to any one dof reach the peak value of À1 (as u 0 * in Fig. 5a ) or +1 (as w 0 in Fig. 1a ) or both (as y z in Fig. 5c ), on the y-axis-known as the dominant dof-while the elements of all other dof are less than +0.5 or greater than À0.5, then it forms the pure spectrum of that dominant dof. Examples of various pure modes are shown in Figs. 1-5.
Coupled spectrums: In a frequency spectrum plot, if the elements of a normalized eigenvector, corresponding to any one dof reach the peak value of +1 (as w 0 in Fig. 6b ) or À1 (as y x in Fig. 6d ) or both (as w 0 in Fig. 6a ), on the y-axis, with the elements of some more dof exceeding the À0.5 (as u 0 in Fig. 6a ) or +0.5 mark (as u 0 * in Fig. 10d ) or both (as w 0 in Fig. 8f )-known together as dominant dofs-then it forms the coupled spectrum of those dominant dofs. Examples of various coupled modes are shown in Figs. 6-11.
3. Frequency spectra of higher-order model
Pure first-order spectrums
The frequency spectrums corresponding to the physical dof, i.e. u 0 , w 0 , y x -axial, flexural and shear modes of a beam are very well studied and established [4, 7] . These three spectrums for a thin circular arch (Table 2) are presented in Figs. 1-3, wherein the close agreement of frequencies and spectrums of current formulation with those of Ref. [11] can be observed. Subsequently, the pure first-order spectrums of a deep arch are presented in Fig. 4 . 
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Pure higher-order spectrums
As the cross section becomes thicker or aspect ratio becomes smaller, higher-order spectrums, corresponding to higher-order dof become active. These pure spectrums corresponding to u 0 *, y x *, y z , w 0 * are captured in Fig. 5a -h.
Coupled spectrums
Whenever the elements of two dof, of a normalized eigenvector, are dominant, then it is known as twin dof coupled spectrum. Similarly, one can observe the existence of triple, quadruple as well as quintuple dof coupled spectrums, in the case of deep composite and sandwich arch vibration problems.
Twin dof coupled spectrum
This spectrum may have two dominant dofs-either two first order or two higher order or a first and higher order. 
Triple dof coupled spectrum
In this spectrum, any three dof could be dominant. Various combinations of dominant dof can be seen in Tables 3-14 e (w 0 Ày x Ày x *), f (w 0 Àu 0 *Ày x *), g (w 0 Àu 0 *Ày z ), h (w 0 Ày x *Ày z ), i (y x Àu 0 *Ày z ), 9j (y x Ày x *Àw 0 *), k and l (u 0 *Ày x *Ày z ).
Quadruple dof coupled spectrum
The spectrum with four dof being dominant can be seen in Tables 3-14 . Also, few cases are shown in 
Quintuple dof coupled spectrums
The spectrum with five dof being dominant can be observed in Tables 3-14 as well as in Fig. 11a -c (u 0 Ày x Àu 0 *Ày x *Ày z ).
Frequency analysis of sandwich and composite arches
Next, symmetric and unsymmetric composite and sandwich arches with an aspect ratio of five and a subtended angle of 901 are studied (Data-2-4, Data-6) for various boundary conditions. The frequencies obtained through the higher-order model are classified according to their spectrums (Tables 3-14) , and the values given in parenthesis for each frequency correspond to the actual mode of arch vibration.
In the case of composite arches, one can observe more frequencies of pure and twin dof coupled spectrums. Quintuple dof coupled spectrum does not exist for this case. The highest order of coupling in symmetric and unsymmetric composites is triple dof and quadruple dof spectrums, respectively.
On the other hand, for sandwich arches, more of coupled spectrums can be observed. In the case of symmetric sandwich arches with SS end-condition, more frequencies of triple, quadruple and quintuple dof coupled spectrums can be found; for CC and CF end-conditions, frequencies of pure spectrums are quite a few.
In the case of unsymmetric sandwich arches with SS end-condition, more frequencies of triple and quadruple dof coupled spectrums exist while for CC end-condition, very few frequencies of pure spectrums can be observed. The unsymmetric sandwich arch with CF end-condition, however, demonstrates a different pattern-more frequencies of pure and twin dof coupled spectrums compared to other spectrum patterns.
Out of 21 possible combinations in twin dof coupled spectrum (three FO-FO, six HO-HO and twelve FO-HO couplings), the combination of y x *Ày z from HO-HO, u 0 Àw 0 * and w 0 Àw 0 * from FO-HO couplings could not be observed, for any of the material set or boundary conditions in Data-2-6.
While many combinations of triple dof and quadruple dof can dominate the frequency spectrum plot, seventeen combinations of triple dof and six combinations of quadruple dof spectrums can be observed from these tables, for the given data set. Similarly, in the case of quintuple dof coupled spectrum, only one unique combination of dof is seen (u 0 Ày x Àu 0 *Ày x *Ày z ), for various end-conditions of sandwich arches.
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Parametric studies
In order to study the influence of curvature, aspect ratios and boundary conditions on the fundamental frequency, parametric studies have been conducted using the symmetric sandwich (Data-2) as well as unsymmetrical composite material (Data-6). The responses from the higher-order model are captured through Figs. 12-21 and some of the key observations are as follows:
As the curvature increases, simply supported (SS) and clamped-clamped (CC) arches become stiffer and frequencies keep increasing. At a particular curvature value, the stiff system transitions into a softer one and frequencies start decreasing thereafter.
This transition value of curvature is dependent on aspect ratio and lay up sequence: J For thick sandwich arches (S/tp15), the transition happens at 601. J For thin sandwich arches (S/t415) at 451 or less. J In the case of thick composite arches, it varies between 901 and 451, depending on end-conditions. J For thin composite arches (S/t415), it occurs at 301.
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The rate of softening of SS arch is much steeper than that of CC arch. However, no such transition can be observed in the case of clamped-free (CF) arches, wherein the frequencies keep increasing with the increase in curvature.
The CC end-condition produces perhaps the stiffest system while CF end-condition makes the softest system. The system with SS end-condition falls in between these two.
The change in aspect ratio (S/t) from low to high makes the system from being soft to stiff.
Conclusions
A novel spectra identification process is proposed in this paper. Besides the basic or first-order spectra corresponding to axial, flexural and shear, the existence of higher-order spectra as well as coupled spectra in various combinations of first and higher-order dof, such as twin, triple, quadruple and even quintuple are identified. Based on the spectrum identification framework, frequencies of thick, symmetric as well as unsymmetric, laminated arches for various boundary conditions are classified and tabulated. Subsequently, the role of curvature, aspect ratios and boundary conditions on the fundamental frequency are studied using the symmetric sandwich and unsymmetric composite material and suitable conclusions are drawn. Note: The values given in parenthesis for each frequency correspond to the actual mode of arch vibration. Note: The values given in parenthesis for each frequency correspond to the actual mode of arch vibration. Note: The values given in parenthesis for each frequency correspond to the actual mode of arch vibration. Note: The values given in parenthesis for each frequency correspond to the actual mode of arch vibration. Note: The values given in parenthesis for each frequency correspond to the actual mode of arch vibration. Note: The values given in parenthesis for each frequency correspond to the actual mode of arch vibration. The future scope of this work would be to extend the current theory to elliptical arches with varying cross sections.
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